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Dear readers,

We encounter “globalization”, “virtualization” and the “pace of 
innovation” as very differently perceived phenomena in business 
and society on an almost daily basis. However, for us at LEGIC 
they are essentially customer needs on the one hand and growth 
drivers on the other hand. Our customers expect a globally 
available scope, whether it’s a product or service. We virtualize 
our products so that the customer can decide which hardware 
is best suited to their customer experience. And we provide 
innovation at a pace that is being defined and increased by major 
internet platforms and technology corporations more and more. 

The topstory for this edition, in which our new colleague 
Daniele Rezzonico, Vice President Sales & Marketing, provides 
insight into our thinking, also deals with these very challenges – 
that also offer great opportunities - our company is facing. 
Daniele looks in depth at the use of LEGIC technology and how it 
supports your application, service and customer experience in the 
ever more complex market using secure and easy integration.

Furthermore, we would like to thank our customers for the 
case studies and exciting product news with which they have 
contributed to this edition’s content again. With Farpointe Data we 
are presenting another partner on pages 10 - 13 who has based 
its new Conekt® service, a mobile access solution for enterprise 
customers, completely on the LEGIC offering and our new SM-
6300 reader IC from the hardware to web software.

Internally, we are delighted to be able to personally introduce 
you to a few new team members from Management, Customer 
Support and Trusted Services.

Have fun reading this edition!

Yours, Christoph Beckenbauer
General Manager
LEGIC Identsystems Ltd



LEGIC technology platform: 

ENABLING 
AND SECURING 

everyone’s business model

In a time characterized by the globalization 
of markets, the speed brought to traditionally 
conservative industries by digitalization and 
technological advance poses entirely new 
challenges to firms. Especially if they want and 
need to keep on fully capturing the value of 
their offering. Particularly for capital intensive 
businesses with the need to deploy, serve and 
maintain an extensive infrastructure, it might 
be difficult to also support the investments 
needed for innovation and to protect such 
investments over time. Luckily, markets that are 

heavily interlocked are often characterized by 
industry participants not necessarily competing 
against each other but rather contributing to 
the prosperity of the industry they are in. It is 
therefore important to develop commercial, 
legal and technological frameworks that 
enable players in and across such an industry 
to optimize their contribution to that industry. 
This ultimately enables everyone to effectively 
invest in innovation and consistently maximize 
return on investments for all the industry’s 
participants.

The gross margin of a thing is growing 
to the services it can provide.

Satya Nadella
CEO, Microsoft«The gross margin of a thing is growing «The gross margin of a thing is growing 

Satya Nadella«Satya Nadella
CEO, Microsoft«CEO, Microsoft

«
The gross margin of a thing is growing 

«
The gross margin of a thing is growing 



Mighty consumer-oriented technology giants 
such as Apple, Google, Tencent, Alibaba, 
Amazon and the likes permeate their appealing 
offering into the corporate world and thus, 
frequently, consumerization translates into 
globalization. This could also affect the 
contactless ID value chain and represents an 
opportunity for technology suppliers, equipment 
manufacturers, system integrators, and digital 
service providers to grow beyond the traditional 
boundaries of the access management. But 
only if they embrace practices of mutual 
licensing and efficient use of resources. Thus, 
the ultimate strength of a company is not 
necessarily limited to the very product or service 
offered but is rather inherent in the ability of 

that company’s business model to serve the 
market over time. 

LEGIC has started its journey towards an open 
technology platform business model for some 
time. At the very heart of its offering there 
are data integrity, simplicity and an agnostic 
approach to technology. LEGIC products and 
services are primarily designed to empower 
every active player in the physical management 
of access to spaces, resources and information 
to strengthen its position and focus on its core 
competences by profiting from a maximum of 
standardization, time-to-market and cross-
platform interoperability. 5
technology platform business model for some 
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From the very beginning, LEGIC partners and 
customers have been benefitting from the 
elegant and empowering physical key and 
authorization management system organized 
around LEGIC’s Master-Token technology. 
LEGIC partners have made the most out of 
their core competences by offering products 
that contain cutting edge technology for the 
best user experience and state-of-the-art 
security. Partners have added value through 
services aimed at a seamless, trustable design 
and administration of the authorization 
structures on behalf of their downstream 
customers. In contrast, end-customers have 
often appreciated the freedom to choose 
whether to directly control their own multi-
application authorization architecture rather 
than outsourcing the task to their trusted system 
integrators. It is certain that the comfort to 
have that choice has been a strong argument 
for customer loyalty over years. Owners of 
infrastructures have tended to consistently stay 
with their preferred suppliers because LEGIC’s 
technology platform has inherently enabled 
players in the industry to update and upgrade 
systems according to the changing needs of 
corporations and end-users. 

Economically addressing changing 
requirements thanks to LEGIC 
Beyond the mere development and material 
costs linked to the manufacture of hardware 
components, the deployment, maintenance 
and operation of an access management 
infrastructure is costly. It often requires 
repeated presence of installers and operators 
at end-customers’ site that add considerable 
logistic and organizational efforts to the game.

LEGIC Orbit is the answer to the increasing 
necessity of virtualization in the key and 
authorization management that translates into 
resilience, simplification and ultimately into a 
very concrete cost reduction.
Pretty much like the physical LEGIC Master-
Token, LEGIC Orbit enables customers to 
design a key and management system. 
The revolutionary aspect of LEGIC Orbit 
is the speed of the deployment and the 
adaptability to changing requirements that 
can be addressed even if not planned in the 
initial design phase. While in the past choices 
made during the initial infrastructure design 
represented obstacles on future developments 
of the system, today  
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LEGIC Orbit enables a continuous 
reconfiguration of installed infrastructures 
representing a recurring business opportunity 
for all industry participants.
In a nutshell, from a simple web-based front-
end, LEGIC Orbit allows the seamless deploy-
ment of Versatile Configuration Packages 
(VCPs) containing key and configuration 
data to readers up and running in the field. 
LEGIC Orbit gives system operators the 
ability to simply distribute VCP files to trusted 
mobile handsets that will pass or remove 
new configuration parameters to and 
from the infrastructure they are managing 
and therefore unchain their maintenance 
efforts from any capital intensive back-end 
connection routing.

The deployed infrastructure as an 
asset to generate new recurring 
revenues
The advantages of a virtual key and 
authorization management instrument like 
LEGIC Orbit that does not compromise on 
security are evident. 
End-customers and infrastructure owners 
can adapt the functionalities implemented in 
their system as needs evolve. Now, the usage 
of the infrastructure can be an integral part 
of the business model of system integrators 
because they have the possibility to add 
services and feature expansion packages on 
the fly. With Orbit, also traditional physical 
management and access tools based on 
RFID cards become an opportunity to enter 
new markets, enable vertical integration and 
introduce new players to address needs that 
are today marginal to the industry. Eventually, 
hardware manufacturers will profit from 
updating the installed base to support mobile 
devices. Especially as the expansion of the use 
of contactless technologies in all aspects of 
corporate and consumer activities represent 
a huge business opportunity for growth and 
prosperity on the long term.

LEGIC Connect is LEGIC’s mobile service for 
the secure deployment of access credentials 
on mobile devices. It integrates smoothly 
with functionalities of iOS and Android and 
opens up an unprecedented variety of new 
services. These services range from the 
ability to enhance the user experience adding 
instructions, proposing options or configuring 
tools when users present their handsets to 
the access infrastructure, to the ability to 
read back data and statistics from reader 
ICs. Thanks to the agnostic nature of LEGIC 
Connect and its inherent security, system 
operators can concentrate on their business 
model while being in full control of their 
product, service and the data they manage. 
System integrators can promptly address the 
changing needs of their customers without 
compromising their initial investment. They can 
generate new revenue streams by making their 
installed infrastructure and service platform 
available to players that effectively innovate 
and address new market opportunities 
creating value for all industry participants.

LEGIC Connect is an authentic door opener 
to applications that have already embraced 
the secured digital management of personal 
health data in the healthcare and fitness 
industry (LEGIC is among others a trusted 
partner of Apple’s GymKit program). LEGIC 
Connect also offers security solutions for smart 
home applications by combining certified 
hardware encryption with consistent system 
updates. The advantages of LEGIC Connect 
seamlessly embrace services related to fleet 
management in the automotive industry, and 
in the corporate or consumer share economy 
like smart offices (we reported in last year’s 
LEGIC News). This goes on to include added 
value services in loyalty programs in the 
lodging and hospitality business, as well as 
campus ID applications that embrace multi-
application services or comprehend close-loop 
payment platforms and more.



Image: dormakaba
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Economies of scale thanks to a 
truly global market 
In order for volume scale effects to set in to 
the benefit of the entire industry, LEGIC has for 
some years engaged in an effort to open up its 
technology to meet local market requirements, 
customer reach and technological innovation. 
After having introduced full compatibility to 
NXP’s MIFARE technology, support of NFC 
and BLE functionalities (with compatibility to 
Apple and Samsung ecosystems) and having 
increased customer reach and installed base 
by offering hardware components through 
distributors to the benefit of all participant in 
the LEGIC technology platform, LEGIC is willing 
to address further missing pieces of a global 
compatibility puzzle in the access control 
scene.

LEGIC reader ICs nowadays are the true 
enablers for the next big thing in the access 
control industry. Global technology footprint, 
support for physical and mobile solutions, 
encryption and data integrity accompany new 
technical tidbits that unchain new possibilities. 
Among these, we’d like to mention innovative 
power saving features that enable off-grid 
installations like NFC wake-up and CapSense. 
The latter being a new solution brought by 
LEGIC that allows to capacitively sense the 
vicinity of the user to wake-up reader ICs in 
idle only at the very moment they are needed. 

Adding these power-saving features to the 
inspiringly small footprint (8 x 8 mm only) of 
LEGIC’s highly integrated SM-6300 system-in-
package reader IC now enables large scale, 
mainstream applications independent from 
industrial design limitations, power budget, or 
technological compatibilities.
LEGIC Connect has the unique ability to offer 
all advantages of dynamically adaptable 
connected devices alongside the security 
and independence of traditional physical 
cards. One example is the ability to keep 
user functionality also when the handset is 
temporarily offline. This way, LEGIC Connect 
sets new standards in terms of user experience 
and service availability on one hand, while on 
the other hand system operators are free to 
run service maintenance tasks with no impact 
on the functionalities in the field, 24/7 and 
everywhere in the world – including Mainland 
China, Europe and the Americas.

LEGIC is the one-stop-shop partner for 
fundamental access technology, contactless 
communication and data integrity. The 
complete, smoothly designed technology 
platform ranges from proven RFID-based ICs 
that support NFC and BLE, secure element 
silicon and credential management tools, up 
to future-oriented virtual instruments that 
exploit the power of mobile handsets. LEGIC 
technology platform ultimately enables 
everyone’s business model to flourish and 
evolve with unprecedented market dynamics.



Farpointe Data  
builds upon LEGIC

By leveraging each other‘s technologies as companies 
sharing the dormakaba banner, LEGIC and Farpointe 

Data are in the forefront of the new expanding market for 
secure mobile credentials. LEGIC‘s 6000 series reader ICs 
and the mobile service  LEGIC Connect are at the heart of 

Farpointe‘s new, award-winning Conekt® mobile smartphone 
access control solution.  Farpointe’s first Conekt products 
are the K-BLE mobile access credentials and K-SMART3 

electronic access readers with Wiegand output that support 
both mobile and traditional physical credentials. 
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Electronic access control
Mobile smartphone-based access control 
credentials are an evolution of traditional RFID 
cards and tags, joining proximity and smartcard 
credentials to identify a user as he moves about 
a secured facility. Mobile credentials make it 
possible for smartphones, such as the Apple 
iPhone and the range of Google Android devices, 
to be used as an electronic access control 
credential.

Mobile credentials
Gartner suggests that by 2020, 20 percent of 
organizations will use mobile credentials for 
physical access. Security professionals creating 
electronic access control systems need to be 
aware that 95+ percent of all adults 18-44 years 
own smartphones. Plus, 69 percent of the entire 
population already uses smartphones. And, the 
average smartphone user touches their device 
2617 times a day (Dscout Research).

Thus, practically anyone using an access system 
already carries a smartphone. Another way to 
look at it is that every smartphone user, or almost 
everybody, could now easily download a mobile 
access credential.

High security
Conekt recognizes the latest cybersecurity 
responsibilities expected of access control system 
providers. Original solutions often compelled end 
users to disclose sensitive confidential information 
about themselves and their installation. The new 
Conekt solution provides an easy way to distribute 
credentials with features that allow the user to 
register only once, needing just the smartphone’s 
number, and requiring no other portal accounts or 
activation features.



Classic access control is only the beginning 
of the uses of mobile credentials. More opportunities 

are on the way.

Scott Lindley 
General Manager, Farpointe Data, Inc.«Classic access control is only the beginning «Classic access control is only the beginning 

of the uses of mobile credentials. More opportunities «of the uses of mobile credentials. More opportunities 

Scott Lindley «Scott Lindley 
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We’re only at the beginning
Classic access control is only the beginning of the 
uses of mobile credentials. More opportunities are 
on the way. How about using your smartphone as 
an intelligent key for your car? Want to know where 
your son is driving, how fast, if he added gas or oil 
or if anyone else is in the car? How about using it 
to access your gym, automatically sync to a piece 
of equipment, immediately gain expert advice or 
analyze the effectiveness of your workout?

Use your smartphone for everything
Forget all those other tags and cards. Your 
smartphone will become the passport to all aspects 
of your life from work to home to avocations. 
And at a fraction of the investment in traditional 
credentials, secure mobile Conekt credentials are 
all you will need.



Advantages for the end user: 
Conekt supports both Apple iPhone and 
the range of Google Android smartphones 
All access credentials can be carried 
on a single device – less wastage 

No requirement to disclose 
sensitive private information 

Mobile credentials are secure, 
resisting both skimming and cloning

1313LEGIC technology in this project: 
6000 series reader ICs, LEGIC Connect

LEGIC partner in this project  (Transponder and reader manufacturer):
Farpointe Data, Inc.

  
Learn more about Farpointe: 

www.farpointedata.com



Bed monitoring 
at hospital Wattwil 

Hospital Wattwil opened the doors to its new 
inpatient wing in March 2018. 88 patient beds in 
total are being fitted with LEGIC technology in the 
final completion stage.

Security and comfort for the patient
This innovative service offers comfort, security and 
efficiency for the patient and hospital operator. 
A monitor is installed at every patient bed. The 
patients can identify themselves using an RFID 
smartcard or bracelet and log into their bed 
computer at any time.

A variety of information in one place
Information such as menus, services and other 
special hospital information can be accessed 
through the hospital’s extranet. The resulting 
costs can be easily and instantly debited from 
the card’s account. Cabinets by the patient’s bed 
and the lighting and curtain controls can also be 
accessed using the smartcard. All of this makes 

the processes at the hospital much easier. 
Patients learn how to use the system intuitively 
and welcome this helpful and smart technology.

Expanding the system
System expansion with personalized treatment 
information and appointments or transfer 
to smartphones and tablets is already being 
planned: another step towards a digital hospital. 
Wattwil has already taken the first step with 
digital patient files. The processes are being 
increasingly automated. This reduces paper 
processes and guarantees efficient process 
management.

Lead with Ondamedia
The system was integrated and the project was 
completed by the company Ondamedia, which 
has the necessary experience in this field.



1515151515151515LEGIC technology in this project: 
prime smartcard ICs, 4000 series reader ICs

Learn more about Ondamedia:
www.ondamedia.ch/en/home

Advantages for the end user:
 Easy to use thanks to the 
intuitive user interface 
All the information is available 
at every patient bed   
Different applications in the 
hospital using one system  
Highly reliable and secure information  

With the technology from LEGIC we have 
every opportunity to integrate more applications 

at the hospital in future.

André Juszko
Head of Technology / Medical Technology 
Hospital Wattwil

«With the technology from LEGIC we have «With the technology from LEGIC we have 
every opportunity to integrate more applications «every opportunity to integrate more applications 

André Juszko«André Juszko
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«
every opportunity to integrate more applications 



We all assume, in fact expect, a bank to be secure. The major challenge: the customers should not 
notice the actually highly complex security equipment. As they definitely should not have the feeling 
of being watched.

Security but discreet please

It all began with videos
Apart from Regiobank Solothurn being our house 
bank, the collaboration between the bank and 
Siaxma has already extended over ten years. 
All the branches have our video surveillance 
equipment which is controlled at a computer 
workstation at the Solothurn headquarters, where 
the data is analyzed too. The access control was 

added gradually and is initially being used in 
Biberist and Zuchwil. With the new building in 
Zuchwil, there was the opportunity for the first 
time to plan and install a totally digital system. This 
includes access control, door management, video 
surveillance, a burglar alarm system and alarm 
management – all from one source. This was one 
of the requirements the Regiobank specified to us.



LEGIC technology in this project: 
advant smartcard ICs, 4000 series reader ICs

LEGIC partner in this project (System integrator):
Siaxma AG

Learn more about Siaxma:
www.siaxma.ch

Far fewer keys
Digital access control has one major advantage 
for all users: they can enter all the buildings and 
rooms they have authorization for with just one 
badge. These badges are issued and managed 
at the Solothurn headquarters. Mechanical 
keys have largely disappeared from everyday 
business at the Zuchwil and Biberist branches. 
The administrator can change or extend the 
access rights in comfort at their PC workstation.

 

The vault is a “client”
How do customers get to their deposit boxes 
now? Keys are also a thing of the past here. 
Customers report to the desk where the bank 
employee then authorizes them with access 
to the vault for one whole day. Using their 
personal badge they can now use the lift to the 
basement, on their own or accompanied, and 
open their box. So that the Regionbank does 
not have to release and pay for hundreds of 
additional licences, we manage the vault in 
the system like a client. This means: one licence 
with as many users as you like.

Advantages for the end user:
 Centralized administration with customized 
issuing of rights by user, building, day and time frame 
One system for all locations 
Clear responsibilities 
Traceability

Our most important requirements for security 
installations were simplicity and discretion.

Albert Thommen
Member of executive and safety officer
Siaxma AG«Our most important requirements for security «Our most important requirements for security 

installations were simplicity and discretion.«installations were simplicity and discretion.

Albert Thommen«Albert Thommen
Member of executive and safety officer«Member of executive and safety officer
Siaxma AG«Siaxma AG
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installations were simplicity and discretion.
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PRODUCT NEWSPRODUCT NEWS

phg Peter Hengstler GmbH + CoKG
OEM reader with LEGICs SM-6300
With the VOXIO-T-Z, phg has developed a reader which is based on 
LEGIC’s SM-6300. RFID, BLE and Secure Element are incorporated and 
facilitate flexible solutions by combining these technologies. The 
VOXIO-T-Z combines a narrow design (32 x 130 x 16 mm) with a quality 
appearance. Signalization takes place using three individually controllable 
RGB LEDs and a buzzer. Color and intensity can be controlled. The icon 
and the PIN keypad are lit up, the intensity can be controlled. Sabotage 
detection takes place using an accelerometer. Direct mounting onto metal 
is possible.

dormakaba Deutschland GmbH
New time-recording terminals 97 00 
and 96 00 by dormakaba
The new versions of terminals 97 00 and 96 00 are even more flexible 
and energy-efficient than their predecessors. The modularly expandable 
terminals set new standards in terms of functionality and design, and stand 
for modern and simple time recording, intelligent access management 
and target-oriented staff communication. Partners can integrate their own 
apps. New standard colors and many new icons customize the terminals. 
The user interface can be freely configured.

Inepro BV 
Secure authentication for various 
applications with the SCR708 reader
Whether you want to implement access control, secure your MFP-output 
or apply user authentication at i.e. cash registers, the SCR708 will create a 
secure, efficient and cashless environment.

    Supports 65+ RFID technologies (13.56 MHz & 125 kHz)

    Analyze usage 

    Remote configuration 

    Update multiple readers at the same time 

    Easy implementation and installation
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PRODUCT NEWSPRODUCT NEWS

Uhlmann & Zacher GmbH
The electronic compact knob 
cylinder by Uhlmann & Zacher
The new version of the compact electronic knob cylinder CX6162 focused 
on the security aspect already from its development stage, which is why 
all security-related components are located in the protected area of the 
cylinder. At the same time, the CX6162 meets the highest design standards 
with its practical recessed grips and stainless steel finish. Thanks to the 
many variants available, it can be assembled in a number of door types. 
The product naturally also supports LEGIC transponder technology.

Zucchetti Axess SpA
XBIO family: terminal with biometrics integrated
X2BIO and X3BIO are web devices for top security applications with integ-
rated biometric technology and internal RFID reader.
Perfect for both time & attendance and access control also in combination.
Users can be identified in different ways:

    Identification: fingerprint only 

    Verification: fingerprint + PIN code or fingerprint + RFID card
(template also on card)

    PIN or RFID card only
Terminals can store up to 9590 fingerprints (version PLUS up to 25.000) 
and manage up to 9999 users.



ARGO CARD Sp. z o.o. (Poland): 
Transponder manufacturer
  Data collection
  Leisure systems
  Ticketing systems
  Time & attendance

BioSors (Russia): 
Reader manufacturer
  Access control
  Biometric solutions

BioSmart s.r.o. (Czech Republic): 
Reader manufacturer, System integrator 
  Access control
  Biometric solutions

BKS GmbH (Germany): 
Reader manufacturer
  Access control

ARGO CARD is a manufacturer of plastic 
cards, magnetic cards as well as chip and 
transponder cards. Great importance is 
placed on the cards lasting a long time and 
being extremely aesthetic.

BioSors develops and implements software-
based hardware components to identify 
people using hand vein recognition.

BioSmart s.r.o. develops biometric solutions 
for large companies with many employees 
and locations as well as for small enterprises. 
Whether personal identification by means of 
fingerprint or hand vein recognition, BioSmart 
grants high quality products. 

BKS is a Gretsch-Unitas brand. Gretsch-Unitas 
has been one of the leading providers of window 
and door technology and automatic entry and 
building management systems for more than 100 
years.

NETWORK NEWS
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XCCELO GmbH is a security company for time 
recording applications and access control 
systems. Its products are distinguished by being 
easy to use, simple to extend and highly secure.

Atlas Dynamic Security is a security firm that 
specializes in customized security solutions for 
access control, time recording, smart cities, 
building security systems and much more.

XCCELO GmbH (Germany): 
System integrator 
  Access control
  Time & attendance

Atlas Dynamic Security 
(United Arabic Emirates): 
System integrator 
  Access control
  Biometric solutions
  Longrange solutions
  Time & attendance
  Office automation

compart Engineering AG 
(Switzerland):  
Reader manufacturer
  Access control
  Locking systems
  OEM products

Compart belongs to the leading manufacturers 
of hotel security locking systems. The company 
offers secure and customized solutions from 
access control systems to intelligent hotel card 
applications and safes.

NETWORK NEWS



LEGIC and NXP
join forces to improve
customer experience 

Companies present fi rst joint solution for smart citiesCompanies present fi rst joint solution for smart cities



LEGIC and NXP
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Companies present fi rst joint solution for smart cities
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Collaborating for success
We as LEGIC are permanently forced to ask 
ourselves: How can we keep up with the 
competition when it comes to providing our 
customers with the best possible experience? 
Besides improving our product quality and making 
complex technology easy to integrate, we believe 
in joining efforts with selected players in the 
ecosystem.
In times of digitalization, evolving global 
platform solutions and the increasing „open 
ecosystem“ business models, cross-organizational 
collaboration is evolving into a success factor to 
best fulfill the needs of our customers. By offering 
a high-quality product portfolio, and partnering 
with global players in the contactless market, we 
can improve functional processes that will benefit 
our customers.

NXP and LEGIC team up to increase 
flexibility and cost-effectiveness
NXP® and LEGIC have been jointly sharing 
their expertise since the early 90s, although 
both companies might have been perceived as 
opponents in the market.  However, in August 
2012, LEGIC presented a new milestone in RFID 
technology:  The added support of MIFARE® ICs in 
LEGIC’s reader products, which allows for an easy 
design of readers and thus enhances the customer 
experience. In addition, the solution provides 
customers more flexibility in their system design as 
well as cost improvements in product development 
and deployment. And this was just the beginning.

For many organizations, creating the ultimate customer 
experience is an ever-evolving vision. 

At a fast pace that technology and customer service 
progresses, the needs and expectations of customers are 

constantly in fl ux, and the tools available to meet customer 
demands are multiplying and changing rapidly.



The collaboration between LEGIC and NXP will help generate an 
ecosystem that allows public and private companies to securely 

connect their off ering with surrounding services. A seamless 
customer experience can be realized by providing content based 
on the user’s needs, to help shaping the smart city of tomorrow. 

Connected services for the smart 
city of tomorrow
Last September, at LEGIC‘s partner event ID 
NET 17 in Davos, Switzerland, LEGIC and NXP 
announced their collaboration. At this year‘s ID 
NET, taking place in September 2018, NXP and 
LEGIC present their first common solution for 
smart cities: Utilizing LEGIC’s core technology, 
the advant smartcard applet, and NXP’s 
MIFARE® DESFire® EV2 IC and the AppXplorer, 
both companies are providing a complete 
solution that will allow individuals to easily 
connect to smart services within city 
environments, using a contactless smartcard as 
the basis. 

While there is no clear definition of smart cities 
available, both companies understand that 
contactless technology can help to improve 
sustainability, efficiency of processes, and the 
quality of public services in order to increase 
the standard of living for citizens. A conceptual 
smart city thus builds a cohesive ecosystem 
in which numerous services can effectively 
interact with each other, which offers users a 
seamless journey with a broad, easy to access 
range of complementing services.



Benefits for end users and stakeholders:
With their expertise in contactless smartcard applications and the joint vision of 
multi-application solutions, NXP and LEGIC aim to enhance the end user and 
stakeholder benefits with their new conceptualized smart city offering by: 

connecting applications throughout the customer journey and therewith 
increasing convenience and accessibility of additional services, 

raising stakeholders‘ individual revenues and efficiency, 

while improving security and service efficiency for authorities. 25
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LEGIC Orbit –  

virtual key and authorization  
management for mobile applications

How it works
LEGIC Orbit works on an installed base with  
LEGIC’s mobile-ready SM-6300 or SC-4300  
reader ICs that are pre-configured to accept VCPs, 
Versatile Configuration Packages. 
With LEGIC Orbit, one can configure both, online 
and offline readers from scratch, or simply update 
the configuration of the system in just a few simple 
steps:
1.   Access LEGIC Orbit web-based configuration 

front-end.
2.   Define the system configuration and package it 

into installation-specific VCPs. 
3.   With one click, deploy these VCPs to handsets of 

trusted operators on site. 
4.   VCPs are automatically handled by the LEGIC 

Mobile SDK present in the according mobile 
app and only work on readers of the customer.

5.   Ask those trusted operators to present their 
mobile phones to the readers that shall be (re-) 
configured.

6.   LEGIC Mobile SDK securely passes the 
configuration setup over the air to LEGIC’s 
reader IC and the job is done.

It is as simple as that: No need to travel, no need 
to wait, no need to program specific tools or to 
follow complex procedures that may be prone to 
mistakes.

Versatile Configuration Package
Within LEGIC Orbit, LEGIC Versatile Configuration 
Packages (VCPs) serve the secure distribution of 
application keys to your readers. VCPs ensure that 
the keys are never visible to anybody. A VCP can 
also be used to securely transport other custom 
configuration data to readers. VCPs implement a 
range of mechanisms and encryption protections 
to secure data. The protection relies among others 
on a unique AES-256 key, which differs for each 
company using LEGIC Orbit. Besides this powerful 
AES-256 encryption, there are additional built-in 
integrity checks.

LEGIC Orbit significantly facilitates system 
maintenance tasks and allows you to empower 
any trusted person - even an end-customer - to 
do the configuration on site. Anywhere and at any 
time.

For a year, LEGIC has been offering LEGIC Orbit, a highly flexible, virtual key and authorization 
management for smartphones and other mobile devices.
With LEGIC Orbit, LEGIC customers and partners can remotely configure and deploy application-
specific keys and data on their infrastructure components using mobile phones or devices. 
Application-specific keys no longer need to be entered manually but can be randomly and 
securely generated in the Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) of the LEGIC Trusted Service.
Thanks to the end-to-end protection provided by LEGIC Orbit, these random keys are never visible 
to anyone, thus reducing the risk of misuse or security breach.
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SM-6300 with 

new features and 
enhancements

LEGIC‘s new reader IC SM-6300 will soon be 
supporting capacitive wake-up. This allows the 
design of ultra-low-power devices with an average 
current consumption below 10 µA. This 
enhancement complements the SM-6300 features, 
such as integrated certified secure element (SE), 
support of encrypted BLE and NFC connectivity 
and very compact design of a system-in-package 
module (8 x 8 mm), making this reader IC the ideal 
choice for many ID and IoT applications.

Sending messages to 
your control system
With the OS release for SM-6300 in the pipeline, 
LEGIC not only plans to introduce capacitive 

wake-up, but also the possibility to send encrypted 
messages from the reader back to your control 
system. This new communication possibility is ideal 
for getting system-relevant events from offline 
devices and complements messages to the mobile 
app which have already been supported by the OS 
for long.
For the new backward messaging capability, a 
mobile app integrating the LEGIC Mobile SDK 
serves as gateway through the LEGIC Trusted 
Service back to the control system. Thanks to LEGIC 
Connect Mobile Service, the message content 
is encrypted end-to-end from the SM-6300 to 
the customer server and therefore it cannot be 
accessed or modified on the mobile device used in 
the transfer.



The LEGIC Connect Team has gained a professional new member with Sebastian Guerrero.  
As a Requirements Engineer for LEGIC Connect, the engineer, who was born in Lucerne but now lives 
in Zurich, doesn’t just ensure that customer requirements are understood properly but also that they 
are integrated into the product in the right order. The promoted physicist comes from IT project  
management originally.
The half-Mexican, who came to Switzerland at the age of three, is a passionate squash player and 
enjoys hiking in the Swiss mountains. Sebastian puts great commitment and his heart and soul into 
ensuring that the LEGIC Trusted Service offers customers significant value added.

Daniele Rezzonico is the new member of the Executive Board and has been at LEGIC since the start of March. 
As Vice President Sales & Marketing, he is responsible for sales, marketing and external communication. After 
seven years at Sensirion AG, he has decided to use his vast knowledge of semiconductors, microelectronics, 
smart devices and much more to benefit our company. The promoted physicist with eMBA is now managing 
more than 20 colleagues. His main responsibilities include the virtualization of our offering, establishing LEGIC 
with a global presence and to grow in new business fields.
The Ticinese is a huge Lugano fan, for both soccer and hockey, and regularly supports his teams at the stadium 
too. Daniele is ready for action and thrilled to be able to use his invaluable commitment to drive LEGIC forward.

Sebastian 

Guerrero

 Daniele 

Rezzonico 

The fact that LEGIC is growing is not just clear from the new products, additional rooms  
and higher turnover but also more employees. We introduce you to your new partners in  
Management, Customer Support and Trusted Services so that you can put a face to the name.

Do you know . . .?
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The marketing team has gained vital technical support with Roland Schedler. The 48-year-old 
economic engineer has been working as Technical Redactor for Marketing & Documentation since 
March 2018 and is therefore responsible for all kinds of technical texts. The engineer from 
the Zurich Oberland first came into contact with LEGIC at his last employer Siemens, where – as 
system engineer for burglar alarm technology – he was able to handle projects in the access 
control division too.
The sporty all-rounder likes spending his free time on his bike, in the mountains or in the water. 
With his technical expertise and persuasive, easy-going manner, he doesn’t just go down well 
with the customers.

Raphael Zenhäusern is the latest addition to Simon Gübeli’s FAE team and has been working as 
a Customer Project Engineer since February. His main responsibilities include support for LEGIC 
Connect as well as creating various demo apps. The 27-year-old from Basel worked as a developer 
for mobile apps in the health sector before joining LEGIC. He acquired his knowledge while studying 
for his bachelor’s degree in medical informatics.
When the nerd (as he likes to call himself) is not sitting on the train to Basel or Zurich, he likes to put 
on his running shoes, enjoys programing and watching soccer matches at the stadium or on TV. Raf-
fi, as his friends call him, is delighted to be able to assist in making the integration of LEGIC techno-
logy even easier.

Raphael

Zenhäusern

Roland 

Schedler

Do you know . . .?
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LEGIC, with headquarters in Switzerland, is the global leading company in secure identification 
and legitimation management through mobile and contactless smartcard technologies by me-

ans of RFID, BLE and NFC. 
Based on state-of-the-art security standards to secure data integrity, LEGIC‘s technology plat-
form includes reader and smartcard ICs, key and authorization management tools as well as 
the mobile service LEGIC Connect consisting of a trusted service and an SDK for mobile apps. 

Comprehensive consulting services supplement the offering.
The LEGIC solution is characterized by scalable security, flexibility, simplicity, and 

investment protection. Our technology platform reduces complexity and time-to-market 
of ID and IoT applications.

For more than 25 years, LEGIC has been the trusted supplier of secure credential and 
legitimation control to global leading corporations.

Meet LEGIC in 2018 / 2019

25.09. – 28.09.2018 Security  Essen, GER
20.01.  – 22.01.2019 Intersec  Dubai, UAE
10.04.  – 12.04.2019 ISC West Las Vegas, USA
18.06.  – 20.06.2019 IFSEC  London, GB313125.09. – 28.09.2018 Security  Essen, GER3125.09. – 28.09.2018 Security  Essen, GER
20.01.  – 22.01.2019 Intersec  Dubai, UAE3120.01.  – 22.01.2019 Intersec  Dubai, UAE
10.04.  – 12.04.2019 ISC West Las Vegas, USA3110.04.  – 12.04.2019 ISC West Las Vegas, USA
18.06.  – 20.06.2019 IFSEC  London, GB3118.06.  – 20.06.2019 IFSEC  London, GB
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